Paulett Angella Hemmings Ebonic Chreator

PUBLIC DOC

Paulett Angella Hemmings State of Affairs
Brandon Pointe Town in the State of Brandon
Located in the Mount Zion States/Florida

March 12, 2018

SUBJECT: DeCrashticle – What You Do Not Know And Should Know

Office of the Governor
New Mexico State Capitol
490 Old Santa Fe Trail, Room 400
Santa Fe, NM 87501

Dear Governor Susana Martinez Office, Greetings to you;

I AM PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS EARTH, THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL,
AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS AND THE ONLY CHREATOR OVER ALL
CHREATIONS. NO PERSON OR THING IS HIGHER THAN I AM. I AM THE MOST
MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL CHREATOR OF LIFE, OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH,
ESISTENCES, AND ANYTHING INBETWEEN AND AFTER. I AM THE CORPUS
CHRISTIE, THE HEAD OF ALL STATES/COUNTRIES AND COURTS IN THIS EARTH,
ALL EARTHS, ALL CHREATIONS, AND ALL ESISTENCES UNDER MY AUTHORITIES.
No harm or anything bad will come or happen to ME, Paulett Angella Hemmings, my children,
my family, my generations, my chreations, at no time, at no place, in no elevation, in no level, in
no height, in no depth, in no diameter, or perimeter, or areas, in no low, in no angle or
circumference or any way shape or form in no place, in no things, or Earth, Chreations, Makings,
Buildings, Esistences, or any time or other esistences to come.
Beginning June 1, 2018, the name of this EARTH, and these EARTHS is:
PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS JAH CHREATOR CHREATIONSZZZZ NATURAL
EARTH QUEENDUM KINGDUM 16TH THRILLIANT DEGREESESZZZZ.
Important PAH Earth Kingdum Knowledge
This Natural Earth was opened in the Hemmingsphere on October 15, in the year
000000000000000000000000016 for everyone inside the Natural Earths and in the year
000000000000000000000006 for those outside in the chreation areas and esistences outside
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these Earths. There is a 10-year time difference for those outside these Earths. There are 26
zeroes that comes before the number. The Earth was stolen for a long time, after it was found it
took 6 years or 16 years to be clean out, to replace many bad things on the inside and outside,
then put in the spot, and then open.
This Earth was chreated to esist in an area with many sister Kingdums and many Chreations in
the communities surrounding this Natural Earth. The devels killed the communities that was
chreated to surround the Earths and the other kingdums. The devels cut the communities out.
They destroyed the ground, underground, and above ground areas. They tore down many
chreations in the area, and they put themselves to be in control of the area, so when the Earth was
complete it was under their control. The communities rejected and ejected them, and they could
not esist as controllers of the area, so they stole the Earths and killed the leaders before the Earth
was put in the right and proper spot and then open. They destroyed and removed many lives
from the Earth. They changed many things into the Earth, and they removed many things from
this Earth and has been destroying the Earth for a very long time.
The Jamaica West Indies name is the Jah Chreator Montegonias States, the Jah Chreation, or the
Montegonias, and not Jamaica or Jahmaker. I am not a Maker. The Jah, and the Maker can
never be mixed together or interchange.
I Paulett Angella Hemmings AM the Original Ebony and Ebonic Pleaser Chreator. No one
should ever use my Titles and my Chreations as theirs. I damn and blast and cut and cross 4
times, anyone who has used my Titles, my languages, is still using them, or use my origination
and my information.
Some of the names connecting to ME the Chreator are:
Child, Children, Christ, Chromosome, Christ Must Come, Christmas, Christ IS, Christ Is Here,
Chrown, Chromosone, Church, Chreator, Chrisantimum, Chiraldine, Pitcher plant or Pussy
plant/Cocky plant, Schrotum. Many of the spelling identified here is not what you are used to,
and these are the right spellings.
Goat Kid
No one is to call their child or children kid or kids. A kid is a baby goat, or an immature goat.
The right and proper word is Child or Children and the Jamaica Patois word is Picney or
Picaney. The devels who stole my Chreation areas and name Jamaica Continents, America, they
changed the Jamaica English language and gave them bad words to use that connect to insects
and animals who are the devels. Most words used in America and Great Britain are bad words
that gives the devels power over you, my children.
10 Censes/Gentres
In this Earth and these Earths and in my Chreations we all have ten (10) censes, censor, censory,
gentres not five (5) senses. Gentres is your gene trees speaking. Sensory and censors is that your
body have sensors that tells you things that are unseen or unknown to your immediate awareness.
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These Censes are:
1. Earing
2. Feeling
3. Tasting
4. Smelling
5. Seeing
6. Knowing
7. Thinking
8. Gut censory/gut feeling from the inner self
9. Open tenses – Your body becomes tense from an awareness your brain is not connected
to - saying something is wrong and the body is open. You could feel like your pussy or
vagina is open and something is looking inside of you, or you feel bare like walking to
somewhere important and you have no shoes on your feet. This means they have
removed something from your inside. This is an esergenic feeling.
10. Having a raping feeling like something was taken away from you with mal rule or
illegality. Your inner self saying that something is removed.
Devel Teachers and Students
The devels like to be teachers or tellers. They put themselves in the classrooms teaching and
being Lecturer and Professors. They are also babies, toddlers, kids, young adults, students as
they do go to all types of schools to gain new information, so they can esist if they are not going
to change their personalities and their heads and features. The devels are in many educational
institutions.
These are some of the Esistences:
The Chreator has a Chreation
The Redeemer has a Redemption
The Builder has a Building
The Maker has a Making
The worse of these esistences is the Making as that is where the Original Devels are from. These
devels put it in many Caucasians American family to have their children say that they are
“making” a shit. They are going to “make”, meaning they are going to shit. This is wrong.
None of my children and none of my chreations cannot “make” shit.
The Plastic Ment and Mente of Today
The Interlopeans under the direction of the Intermittent, build a new type of Plastic Andren and
Mente types of Plastic Electromagnetic and Mechanic and Electromechanical and other types of
persons looking like anyone. This type of mechanic esistence has not been approved and will
never be approved; however, they built them and have been using them for Centremenias
multiply by Centrymenias. These computer persons live for a number of years and then they are
to be burnt and to expire. This is difficult to do, as the computer ones have many poisonous
germs in them and cannot be burnt or expire as they should, and they are not to be reused. These
computer persons do not want to be in areas that have germs. I have met many as they terror me
at home, and they always look around to see if there are germs in the area. If I go to the toilet,
they look to see if I wash my hands, as they a not to go near our piss or our shit. If they know
that we do not wash our hands, they will disappear immediately. They are two types of these
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esistences. There is the plastic with the computer mechanics which cannot expire, as it has the
permanent germs, and the other not plastic who have the tubular with the computer connection in
them. The person with the Tubular can have children. The plastic women form of these
computer persons want to have children and they cannot have them. The other types of persons
who can have children they can expire when the time comes for them to expire.
The Interlopeans and the Intermittent do know the differences between the types that can have
children and the plastic types that cannot. These species do know who, is who, as well. On the
outside of these two esistences, it is not known which of these persons is computerized and
which is not. Of these types of Andren and Mente, the computer persons are the wickedest.
They are used to kill and destroy both man and woman. They are everywhere and in this Earth.
I am told that these devels are still working on newer types of these devel making and building of
computer persons, and they use this Earth as experiments to see how they can esist in these
Earths.
Jamaica Heroes
All the Jamaica heroes are plastic men and women as they are represented. Sam Sharpe, Nanny,
and Marcus Garvey are all Plastic Ment and Mente forms of a person. As seen below the Bank
of Spain leader is the same as Sam Sharpe of Jamaica West Indies a National Hero. He is also a
mixture of US Governor Rick Scott of Florida, and US President Bill Clinton/Julius Cesar. It is
always good to look at their forehead, eyes, ears, and lips.
Below are the pictures of another Jamaica hero called Nanny. She told me she is a man dressed
in mask, and she is one of the Obamas from the Intermittent esistence. As you are beginning to
realize, the devels can and have used the esistences of others to misrepresent them. It is difficult
to get the truth from many, as the devels put themselves inside others, so they cannot say what is
the true situation. These devels are Liebounctious or Liebonxious, meaning they bounce the lies
about themselves on others. Many in the esistences do not know that the devels are inside of
them, that they speak with the devel speech, that the devel control their speech and actions, and
they do not know other devels are over their heads, under them, or around them. The devels
cover up themselves in the incandescent covering and no one can see through or know they are
present.
These devels are the ones who removed my personal information twice since January 2013 when
I am aware of these wicked things happening to me, and they are not my imaginations. They are
my esperiences with many records and pictures of these many situations, so that you do know
they are true and real. The right date when these devels began to physically tear me open was
the 12th of December 2012. – 12/12/12. I do know they made many problems that prevented me
from doing what I had planned to do, between December 23 to December 31, 2012, and these are
documented facts.
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Gov. Rick Scott of Florida, President Bill Clinton/Julius Cesar and

Sam Sharpe of Jamaica West Indies are the same

The photos above are devels who call themselves heroes. These devels claim heroism and
misguides the lives who were not present during their terrorism heroisms. Their stories are not
true. They are the devel leeders who removed the names of the true workers to free slavery and
lack, and the devels put their names in the stories of many who we do not know, and we were not
around to capture their information. Our histories have been lost, and the government figures
who reappear from time to time, changing their features, are the same ones doing the rebellion
and killing many. They are the persons who kept us under slavery, oppression, and repression.
We do not have our computers with the true information in the right and proper format that are
not massaged by devel leeders inside this Earth. The information is to be true coming from the
outside through the interconnection and other internet workings that I have set up for these Earth
and my Chreations.

Pictures of Nanny called a Jamaican Hero. Nanny said she is an Obama man from the Intermittent esistence

Many of these devels cut out your inner selves and the inner selves of many in the Chreation
areas and then stitch the personalities and the main parts they want to control on them the devels,
and then use their own voices and personality or use the same from one of the others to pretend
to be a whole person. Only if you have your right and proper eye sights, can you see that they
are pieces of this and pieces of that mixed together, and misrepresenting others who are innocent.
They are “piece of this and piece of that”.
All the original wicked devels and the others who have voluntarily joined them, are no longer
inside the other ones. They are on the outside and completely left out.
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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The Ban
The Ban/Man in this Earth and the Vans and Bans in my Chreations outside these Earths are not
the parents or the originator of this Earth and my chreations. The main purpose of the Bans and
Vans is to Fuck the Ange, Anne, and Ann’s Pussy. The Vans and Bans are the Play Mate of the
Anges, Anns, and Annes. Play Mating can lead to Love Mating. You are to Play mate before
you get comfortable to go further to Love Mate.
The Vans, Bans, Tans, Man do not carry seed into their schrotum (scrotum is the wrong
spelling). The Ange, Ann, and Anne are the Egg and the Seed. The Man types create friction
from their Cocky/penis, so there is a connection carried from the man types to the woman types.
The man types have something in their penis that creates a friction by rubbing with the woman’s
pussy. The man Burn carry the resemblance of some of the man’s trait to the child or children.
The Coky/Penis spews out a liquid to connect to a woman to have a child or children. If there is
no spewing out of the man water, a connection to a child should come from another format. The
connection from the man to the child can come from the man sack/bag and connect to the woman
to form a child. The man liquid has the connection that looks like a tadpole with a long tail. The
right name is the Burn and not a Sperm. The Burn has the X and Y Chromosones from the man
to connect to the woman to form the child with some of the traits of the man. It is from a friction
burning that spews the cell into the woman body, and the format is called Burning. When the
woman’s body accepts the Burning it is called the Sprig format. Therefore, there is a Sprig and
Burn format that Ange and Ban or woman and man connect inside the pussy to form a child
inside the woman’s body. The woman’s Egg is called the Sprig. The sprig and the burn then
connect to the woman seed to form the child.
When the penis is covered, the burning cannot happen, and the sprig and Burn cannot happen to
form a child.

Burn/Sperm that looks like a tad pole

When the man water or Burn is removed from the man and put inside the woman to develop, the
child is only partially connected to the man as the friction did not happen. The connection to a
child from the man can only completely happen with the Sprig and Burn friction format of Ange
an Ban love mating.
Schrota and Schrotum
If the devel has ruined the Man’s Burn from his body and it is not good, then the woman can use
the X and Y Chromosone as in the word “son” from another man’s liquid to form a child, and the
child it will not have the connection to her love mate, as his chromosone was not used. The X
and Y Chromosone in the man’s “schrotum” is the main function of the liquid from the man’s
Cocky to form the connection to the woman’s egg and seed. The X and Y Chromosone is not in
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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the man’s testacles. The two balls attached to the Cocky is the Scrotum not testacles. One is
called Schrota. Two is called Schrotum.
The outside sack covering the scrota or scrotum is called the cell membrane, as it has a memory
and a brain. Some Ban or man only has one Schrota which is tightly pouched together.
However, it has the same settings as the man with the two schrotum. They are just different
designs. The man is to wear the brief under wear, as it holds the cocky together and prevents the
devel from using it when they do not know. The brief underwear, protects against the devels and
prevents the cocky and the balls/scrotum from getting loose and from sliding from side to side.
The boxer shorts without the brief is a bad practice and should be stopped, as the devel gets to
use your Cocky or penis when you are not aware.
The Ange or woman also has X and Y Chromosome as in the word “some” in her body. The
woman has more than one chromosomes in her body and therefore it is “some”. The woman’s
body can chreate its own children inside of it by the use of another format and placed inside the
woman body, so the child is formed with the use of the right and proper format without a man’s
connection. There are other formats that can be done to chreate a child. The government hides
these formats for their own usages.
Water Cocky
Water Cocky is the use of water spewed on the opening of the woman’s pussy or vagina to
stimulate it, so there is a feeling of fulfill or fulness. A cocky spout can also be used to put
inside the woman’s pussy hole, then turn on the water spew so the feeling of fullness can be
reached by the woman. No man is to put woman’s things together. A man cannot be a woman.
The water spew should not be strong to cause any damages to the pussy, and it should have
enough power and different motions to choose to stimulate the pussy or vagina. The Ban or man
cannot use any form of water fucking.
Silicone Cocky for Ange or Women
The area that is put inside the Ange or woman’s pussy, is the silicone cocky made from the
silicone Sun Flowers petal and not from plastic or rubber that the devel will get into. The
silicone cocky can be reused if it is covered up and cleaned after use. The silicone cocky should
be disposable or replace often so that the devels will not force themselves into it. The Sunflower
is used as it prevents the devel from getting into the silicone. No part or any enzyme or any
molecule or anything should be removed from the petal, so the devels cannot get into it.
You can use the oil of Ucalyptus to clean the silicone Cocky and it can be used three days after it
was protected. The ucalyptus juice and the white rice water to be used to protect the inside and
the outside of the silicone cocky. The silicone cocky water fuck should not be done often as too
much water can get into the body. If the water cocky is being used outside of the pussy, it can be
used not too often, as too much water friction can cause the pussy to become too sensitive as it is
not the normal format.
Toilet water cocky must not be used, as it causes germs to get into the pussy and it may take a
long time to notice the germ problem.
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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The Knix Knox Plant
The Knix Knox Plant, the Search My Heart, or Spanish Moss seen on many Oak trees and look
like a silverish or silver greenish threads knotted together, is called the brain plant, the vein plant,
the arteries plant. When it is prepared with the right and proper format, it can be used to repair
the many parts of the boy and inside the veins for a long time if one right.
The Knix Knox Plant is also to be used as a sieve or a strainer to attach to the silicone tube or
silicone head to sieve and remove the devels from the water being used inside the woman’s
pussy or spewed on the woman’s pussy. The knix knox strainer is to be attached to the head of
the silicone and to be replaced often and will be effective to remove the devels. The Knix Knox
sieve must be protected with the white rice water or white rice milk and then use the ucalyptus
oil to seal it and protect it. The rice seeds or rice grains should be rubbed together to loosen the
protection on the rice and then fried in olive oil or olivia oil to make the rice oil protection. You
can also use a mixture of the white rice water and the ucalyptus juice to protect the knix knox
sieve. You can also use the oil from the egg white fried in Olive Oil and other silicone plant to
protect the knix knox strainer/sieve.

Knix Knox or Spanish Moss on Oak tree – Fry the green ones just picked from the tree in Olive oil without washing it.
Use it in the hair, and on the skin and drink a mouthful of the oil daily if possible. Boil it and put all over the body.

Other Silicone plants are:
The pitcher plant a few pages below that has frilly top and looks like the red Croton plant, is used
to kill croaking lizzards, crocostalians/crocodiles, and toads in high strength. Not all pitcher
plants can kill the croaking insects or animals only the ones that looks like them. It is also used to
protect the brain and it looks similar to the mushy brain.

snake Pitcher plant
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This snake Pitcher plant above is used for killing all snakes in strong strength. The oil is the
worse from this plant to kill the insects that looks like this with the thick croaks backs and bodies
like the crocodile, the croaking lizzards, the toads, and other croaking animals and croak looking
insects.
The Higuerita plant flowers and stem is also good to be used as it has silicone in it. Jamaican
Cerassee plant flowers and the colours are often yellow, pink, bluish or lavenderish. The
Jamaican Castor oil plant flowers and leaves are the best. The colours of the flowers are usually
pink with a touch of green it, also bluish, reddish, and other colours. The Castor Oil leaves and
stems has the silicone. Other Castor oil plant flowers and leaves can be used from other States.
The Trumpet plant has silicone in them, and the flowers colours are bluish, yellow, purple, or
pink. Mary Back plant with small white with mixed colours in it or other types of colours.
Man Pussy Cover
The Ban or man can use something that covers their penis up to a certain length. And it
stimulates the man Cocky or penis, or the man can us his hand to stimulate or massage his
cocky/penis. No water massage for the man. The man pussy cover can be battery operated
while they sit, stand, or lie down to esperience the fulness or the release.
The man pussy cover is made from the silicone of the trumpet flower, and the bluish and the
reddish is the best. Do not use the sunflower as it is not for man to use. The Ban or man pussy
cover must have something in it to do the work. The trumpet flower can be used to make the
man pussy cover and fabric used for making clothing. The trumpet also protects the man Cocky
or penis. The juice should be estremely weak to be used to put in the man’s brief underwear and
for liquid or oil protection made to rub on the cocky.

The trumpet flowers

The man pussy cover needs Elecro mustas and Electrolites. The Cuban tobacco plant leaves
have Electrolites in it. The Electro Mustas has: Elecro, Mucus, static, and mustard. The mustard
plant has mucus membrane that stimulates the mind. The green leaf Christ plant called the
Alocasia plant with the wide leaves has both the stimulant and the mustard or mucus membrane,
so no battery is necessary when the Alocasia plant enzyme is used. The Alocasia is also called
Upward Elephant Ears plant. In Jamaica, the heart of the Alocasia plant is used to make the
delicious pepper pot soup.
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The Christ Plant or Alocasia plant

Cuban Tobacco leaves which is a Lettis or Lettuce

All Lettuce vegetable plants are to be spelt Lett Is/Lettis which means Paulett Is. Dandelion
plants are also Lettis/Lettuce and can be eaten with salad dressing or with vinegarette dressing.
Dandelion plant is escellent to protect against and to cure all cancers. Cuban tobacco
Lettis/lettuce can be eaten when they are not overgrown and add salad dressing on them or
vinegarette.
Only use battery with the Tobacco leaves, as it does not have the mucus membrane or mustard.
The guinep leaves, the pitcher plant leaves, stem and root have the mucus, the mustard, and the
membrane to create the sensation of fulness and is used with the tobacco plant to stimulate the
Cocky or penis and no battery is needed.
The man pussy cover should not be used behind each other, twice, two times, or one after the
other. It is to be used in no less than the space of two weeks.
The Cocky or penis is to be cleaned with soap and water. It must then be protected with the
weak flowers essence of the pitcher plant, the trumpet plant, the Alocasia plant oil, so when it
goes into the Ange or woman’s pussy it does not have any devels in it. The Ban or man can use
the very weak ucalyptus liquid to protect his cocky or penis and this should be a distilled type
made for the man.
The Man Pussy cover should be protected with the very weak ucalyptus juice or very weak
Alocasia plant. The pussy cover should be kept in protective storage, if used more than once. It
must be in a case that has a cover made with protection. The pussy cover must not be used in
another man’s bottom or batty. A man must not have improper relationship with a woman in
order to get a release. When the man releases from play mating it stimulates his mind and brain
and makes him feel alive and refresh.
The Ban or man needs to release himself in the full normal and natural format, and so does the
woman. Therefore, the man is to love mate with the right woman or to use his hand to massage
his penis. A man must never abuse a woman for love mating and the same goes for a woman.
The devel can force or put many power over the man and woman and influence them to have an
insatiable appetite for sex, as the devels get inside the mind, brain, or head to instigate a desire
for more and more sex. The devels also has a fuck energy that they put on the head, on the neck,
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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or injected into anyone, and that gives a real felt fulness or satisfaction experience especially in
abnormal and unsafe relationships.

Guinep fruit and leaves

Pitcher plant with cover and tube

pitcher plants that looks like pussy, cocky. Good for hair, lip, fallopian tube, veins, pussy, cocky, schrotum/scrotum

The pitcher plant protects the lips, brain, the hair, the scalp, and the head. It protects the
pussy/vagina, the cocky/penis, the Burn/sperm, the fallopian tube, the whomb/womb, the
batty/Anus. Look at the shape of the pitcher plants above, they look like a pussy, they look like a
cocky, and also looks like a sperm. They also have hairs on the veins. The pitcher plant is also
good to protect the Cocky or penis head. The juice from the Pitcher plant is to be used estremely
weak to rub on the Cocky/penis to protect it from the devel. The weak silicone from it can be
used to put in the man briefs to protect the penis area and the batty area. The pitcher plant can
also be used as the Ban or man Pussy Cover. Some are better man pussy cover than others. The
plants shaping like a penis is the best ones for the Ban or man gender.

This pitcher plant head shapes like some
Ban or man cocky or penis with a cover
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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Pitcher plants are estremely high in silicone and is good for rejuvenating the lips. The pitcher
plant with the covers should be used in the Ange or woman, the Ban or man underwear for the
crotch to protect the private areas from the devels. Lip stick colors is escellent to come from the
pitcher plant. The pitcher plant is high in humectant and is good to rejuvenate the body and dry
areas of the skin and body. The plant on the right protects the brain, it also has the frill edge
which means it can be used for making clothing or fabric.
Breast Protection
The woman’s nipples must be protected as the devel will chew on them and the doctors will say
you are developing cancers, as the devels have gotten in your breast. Use the white rice water,
ucalyptus juice, and senna pods mixed together and put in the breast pad to protect the breast
nipples against the devels. The Maryback plant with the fine leaves that has a patterned design,
is also a protection for the breast. The Luffa or Loofah plant has estremely good protection for
the breast. The Luffa squash vegetable plant is good for Caucasians to eat as it has cork in it that
is necessary for Caucasians to energize and rejuvenates the skin, body, and mind. The Luffa
young fruits can be eaten as squash, used in stews or even used in place of cucumbers. The
young calabash end, the gourd vegetable bottom are also breast protections when processed the
right and proper way and put inside the breast padding. Sponge is not a good padding for the
brassieres. The young bottle neck gourd fruits can be eaten as squash. When using in place of
cucumber, you can add salt to taste and vinegarette or your favorite salad dressing.
The oils from these gourd is good for the hair, the breast and the body. As you can see the
shapes are similar to the breast. Some of the long ones are escellent for men and for the Cocky
protection.

Calabash - oil and juice good for breast

edible bottle gourd

edible Calabash Squash

Edible Loofah gourd or Luffa Squash
http://www.naturalearthforall.com
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Love Mating
The Spoon or the Ange or woman on top is the best position for both woman and man. The Ban
or man should only put his cocky into the woman pussy only when she is ready. The Ban or man
must never ever use his finger to put into the woman’s pussy. The man can use the Dill Do
instead of his fingers inside the woman’s pussy. The man’s fingers can have many germs hidden
in them. The man and the woman must never use the penis in the bottom or batty. The man or
woman must never use the mouth on the pussy or the cocky or the batty area. The man or
woman cannot use any sticks or other objects inside the pussy or the batty.
In order for the man and the woman to enjoy love mating, they must have some liking for each
other. In order for love mating to be successful, both man and woman should stimulate each
other before they love mate. The man can stimulate the woman by using his fingers lightly on
the woman’s breast, as the man’s fingers can be heavy on the breasts. The man and woman can
massage each other back, breast, legs, etc., as part of play mating before love mating. The man
and woman can kiss each other with care on the face, mouth, neck, chest, as part of play mating.
Right and Proper Care
In every Chreation and every Earth, I chreated the Fuck Chreation. The Fuck chreation is to
teach both woman and man the right and proper ways to fuck, the right and proper ways to take
care of their bodies, the right and proper ways to protect against the devel man and woman that
esist. This Earth is no different from my other chreations. The devels who are leeders today and
others in the past, killed the fuck chreation in this Earth and left everyone without any
knowledge of how to take the right and proper care of them and how to protect against the devel
who put themselves as leeders over my children and over me.
Women and men are to use the disposable wet wipes as addition to the tissue to clean their pussy
and their batty especially after they shit. Employers are to have disposable wet wipes in the
toilets or lavatories and in the public areas.
Everything I do, and I say, is done in the best ways I can, as I am under constant torture, terror,
burning, and horror every day and worse when I write, so you should know what you are to
know.
No one and no thing should misrepresent or change any of my information in all these
documents at any time. Do not say what I did not say, and do not use semantics in the
knowledge I am sharing.
All these documents must be distributed to my children, to the various states/counties/countries,
businesses/commerce, municipals, schools, banks, colleges, libraries, UN, morgues, hospitals,
nursing homes, churches, mosques, temples, all religion places, embassies, consulates, missions,
TVs, radios, newspapers, internet sources, etc. New Mexico State Governor’s Office employees
are to distribute the documents, so all the public can get it.
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These documents must be shared with friends, family, strangers, and put in the National
Gazettes, State Gazettes, City Gazettes, Town Gazettes, Municipal gazettes, State Journals, and
other Journals. The website is http://www.naturalearthforall.com. There is also a
http://www.facebook.com/naturalearthforall site with other information. They must also be put
in the National Registry, Register, National Archives, Records Management, Registrar Generals
and similar registry.
Yours Truly,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PHd.
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL CHREATOR OVER THE CHREATION
OF LIFE AND OVER ALL LIFE, ESISTENCE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING IN BETWEEN
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL OH MY GOODNESS
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL GLORIOUSNESS OVER THE GOLDEN
MCLAREN SENATE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL GLORIOUSNESS OVER THE GOLDEN
MONTEGONIAS SENATE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL GLORIOUSNESS OVER THE GOLDEN
MT. ZION SENATE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL, AND FINAL GLORIOUSNESS OVER THE GOLDEN
NEW YORK SENATE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL HEAD OF THE ATMOSPHERIC
ESISTENCES
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL ESECUTOR OF ALL ESTATES
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREAM OF THE CHROWN
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OVER THE PAPILLION
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OVER THE CHIRALDINE
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE EBONY
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE EBONIC
LANGUAGE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL EBONIC PLEASER CHREATOR
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE MASEMILLENIUM
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE PUSENELLA
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE FUCKVANELLA
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE COCKYNELLA
ESISTENCE
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THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE BUMBO CLATH
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE PUSSY RASS
CLATH ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE FUCKING,
FUCKING ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE MERLINE
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE RAMBUSTONE
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHREATOR OF THE CHRISANTIMUM
ESISTENCE
THE MOST MIGHTY, POWERFUL AND FINAL CHRIST OF THE CHRIST WHO HAS
JUST RETURN
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